“The most valuable resource that all
teachers have is each other. Without
collaboration our growth is limited to
our own perspectives.”
- Robert John Meehan

Education has always been a corner stone of society, the pillar on which the bulwark of
human existence rests, the leading light as mankind made his way in quest of the
unknown. Every educationalist strives to instill in their students a sense of virtue and
wisdom, sensitivity to the needs of others, the skills, the attitude and habits that would
help them explore and excel a quest for knowledge and the power of action. All of these
would propel each one to an all important goal – Excellence. The International School
Award journey initiated opportunities to respond to emerging patterns and initiate
action enabling positive change in our school culture and student's mind set.

“Before something happens in the world, it must happen in your mind.”
- Anthony Robbins
The ISA endeavor was a beautiful depiction of the vision created by our students and staff
and how they have been successful in soaring our school towards new horizons and
greater epitomes. The activities undertaken bears witness about our students being
groomed into wholesome personalities who don't just chase their dreams but tackle
them into the ground to actually live them. As rightly said by Aristotle ,

“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence then is not an act but a habit.”
Being a part of the ISA opened up new avenues to delve deeper into the true
purpose of education by giving our students opportunities and an environment
that is positive, inspiring, challenging and stimulating. Students were able to
follow their bliss, blaze new trails, open new doors and shape up a winning attitude
that is indispensable for success in all aspects of life.
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